
Chapter 4 

EXISTING POLICY, LAW AND 

ORGANIZATION 

Having considered the character of radioactive waste in 

chapter 2 and the range of strategic decisions involved in waste 

management in chapter 3, we are now in a position to analyze in 

some detail the existing situation in the U.S. ·regarding radio-

active waste management and regulation. First, the policy goals 

are briefly discussed. Next, the organizational structure for 

management, regulation, and research and development related to 

radioactive waste is analyzed. Finally, the existing situation 

regarding implementation of radioactive waste policy is described. 

GoJlS 

Present statements of the basic policy goals of radioactive 

waste management vary somewhat according to the federal government 

agency concerned. The statements of EPA and ERDA to date have 

focused mainly on technological safety objectives. EPA's pos i :::.i..:Hl 

is that 

Waste management means containment of radioactive 
materials until they have dectiyed to innocuous 
levels. The objectives that EPA has are to mini
mize exposure to present and future populations 
and to avoid dilution into the biosphere.l 

ERDA's is similar: " . the effective managecient of nuclear 

wastes in a manner which effectively protects man and his environ-
2 

ment . " ~·Ji th respect to comn<ercial HL waste in particular, 

''[ERDA's] objective is to provide multiple terminal storage sites 

on time to receive solidified waste without inhibiting the power 
3 

industry." ERDJ\ is, of course, also comrni tted to continue thr;C nc.-
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clear weapons production and naval nuclear propulsion programs. 

ERDA has acknowledged the importance of broad public participation 

in the selection of technological options, so that the options 
4 

ultimately chosen will gain broad public acceptance. 

NRC has set forth the broad goals of its regulatory efforts 

in these terms: 

1. Isolation of radioactive wastes from man and 
his environment for sufficient peri6ds (in 
some cases hundreds or thousands of years) to 
assure public health and safety and preserva
tion of environmental values. 

2. Reduction to as low as reasonably achievable: 

a)" Risk to the public health both from chronic 
exposure associated with waste management 
operations and possible accidental releases 
of radioactive materials from waste storage, 
processing, handling or disposal. 

b) Long-term social commitr.1ents (land-use with
dra\·Ial, resource comrni tmen t, surveillance 
requirements, conuni t ted site proliferation, 
etc.) 5 

In contrast to ERDA, NRC has expressed interest in attaining certain 

social, economic, and environmental as well as technical goals. 

The NRC staff has organized a task force to assess policy issues 

and to recornr,1end for the Commission's consideration a statement 

of generally acceptable goals and obj~ctives for the ~anagement 

of nuclear wastes. The draft task force report reflects concern 

with matters like the institutional arrangements. required for 

-
waste management, economic impacts, the foreclosure of future op-

tions, time frames for action, distribution of h2zards and bene-

fits, the uncertainties which will plague decisionmaking, and 
6 

public involvement in waste management decisions. 
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Organizational Overview 

To carry out waste management goals a set of institutional 

arrangements is required. The overall organization must include 

capacities for three generic functions: waste management itself, 

regulation of waste management to assure safety, and research and 

development to improve both management and regulation. "l·laste 

management" is the actual performance of physi~al and administra-

tive tasks required for the proper short and long-term handling 

of radioactive materials. These activities include temporary 

storage, treatment, packaging, transportation, and retrievable 

storage or peimanent dispositioP. Retrievable storage and perm2-

nent disposition may be termed "long-term" activities, while all 

others are "short-term," regardless of when they occur. Current 

management responsibilities can be described by considering in 

turn each of the four categories of post-fission waste, based on 

type and origin within the scope of this report: (1) commercial 

HL waste; (2) military HL waste; (3) commercial TRTJ \,:aste; and 

(4) military TRU waste. Responsibility for management is v0r-

iously divided between ERDA and private industry depending on the 

type and origin of post-fission wastes. 
t 

The regulat~ry function 

includes basically three types of activities: setting general 

criteria and specific standards, licensing or approving various 

managerial activities (e.g., siting, constrvction, and operation 

of facilities), and monitoring and enforcement related to ongoing 

operations. Again depending on the type and origin of post-fission 

waste, primary responsibility for regulation is divided among 

NRC, ERDA and certain states. SupeYirnposed u9on the primary regu-

L:ttory responsibilities of several "non-nuclear" 
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derive their jurisdiction from legislation on transportation or 

the environment. Contrasted with the complexity of institutions 

involved in management and regulation, a single agency, ERDA, 

sponsors or conducts the great bulk of radioactive waste research 

and technology development. 

Management 
7 

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and the Energy Reorganization 
8 

Act of 1974 split managerial responsibilities between ERDA and 
9 

licensees of NRC or Agreement States. ERDA personnel, however, 

do not actually operate ERDA's waste management facilities: this 

work is done almost entirely by ERDA contractors subject to ERDA 

~anagement policies. Thus, when this report refers to ERDA or 

federal "management," it implies such a two-tiered managerial 

arrangement. 

Commercial HL waste is to be managed by licensees until it 

is delivered to ERDA facilities for final disposition. Under cur-

rent regulations licensees must solidify liquid HL waste no later 

than 5 years after its generation and must tr~nsfer it to an ERDA 
10 

repository no later than 5 years after its soli3ification. Thus 

short-term responsibilities (temporary storage, treaJcment, pack-

aging, transportation) fall upon private industry and long-term 

responsibilities, (retrievable storag~ or permanent disposition) 

fall upon the federal government. Responsibility for management 

of military HL waste reHc:ting from weapons production and 11aval 

nuclear propulsion programs is comprehensively vested in the 

feJeral government. DOD is a rclati.vely minor manager of military 
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waste, since it must handle spent fuel elements from naval reactors 

for only limited periods of time, until they are transferred to 

ERDA. DOD does not manage HL waste from weapons production, since 

ERDA itself produces plutonium for weapons; it is during plutonium 
11 

recovery that weapons HL waste is generated. 

The present law and NRC regulations allow private indus-

try licensees to have short- and long-term management responsibilities 

for commercial TRU waste. Regulations proposed by the AEC and in-

herited as proposals by NRC would alter this situation for the 

long-term, however. The proposed regulations could prohibit burial 

of any transuranic waste and require licensees to transfer all 

transuranic waste to federal (i.e., ERDA) facilities within five 
12 

years of generation. Resolution of certain technical and eco-

nomic problems with the proposed regulation plus the preparation 

of an Environmental Impact Statement on it are necessary before 

promulgation. All but one of the six commercial low-level waste 
13 

burial sites now in operation have susoended TRU waste burial. 

Most military TRU waste is managed within the federal 

government by ERDA in the long-term and by ERDA and DOD in the 

short-term. Again, DOD manages relatively small amounts of TRU 

waste from weapons component assembly and naval propulsion pro-

grams, which it transfers to ERDA as soon as possible within its 

own operutional and national security'commitments. It should also 

be noted that several cornmerciul operators inherited some buried 

military TRU waste when they took over sites which had previously 

been run by the AEC. At least one commercially operated burial 

site (at Hanford) continues to receive military TRU waste fro~ 
14 

nuclear navy operations. 
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Regulation 

The body of radioactive waste regulation is still in the 

early stages of development. This should be borne in mind 

throughout the following discussion. 

Criteria and Standards 

Basically, authority to promulgate radiation safety criteria 

and standards applicable to radioactive material is vested in the 
15 

federal government. NRC and ERDA have authority, derived from 

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and the Energy Reorganization Act 

of 1974, to establish license criteria and standards for protec-
16 

tion against radiation. EPA, however, also has a claim in this 

area. When it was created in 1970, it received, among other powers, 

the authority of the Federal Radiation Council, which was then 

abolished, to 

. advise the President with respect to radiation 
matters, directly or incirectly affecting health, 
including guidance for all Federal agencies in the 
formulation of radiation stancards and in the esta
blishment and execution of programs of cooperation 
with States.l7 

The 1970 Reorganization Plan also transferred from AEC to EPA 

the responsibility for 

11 
• establishing generally applicable environmental 

standards for the protection of the general environ
ment from radioactive material. As used herein, stan
dards mean limits on radiation exposures or levels, 
or concentrations or quantities of radioactive material, 
in the general environment outside tt1e boundaries of 
locations under the control of oersons Dossessinao=;: 
using radioactive material. .l~(empnasis' added) 

EPA has relied to date upon this latter language, which excludes 

from EPA radiation standard-setting both ERDA and licensee ac~ivities 
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which are located geographically within the possessor/user's facil-

ity. (Thus EPA has jurisdiction to set exposure standards for 

transport of wastes.) Some EPA statements, however, indicate an 

attempt to expand its standard-setting authority to reach within 

the boundaries of NRC-licensed or ERDA facilities by reviewing 

NRC's and ERDA's own standards for protection against radiation 
19 

under the authority of its "guidance" mandate.. This would 

create regulatory redundancy and perhaps conflict. So far EPA 

has not tried to alter the nuclear agencies' standards for opera-

tions. 

Licenslng/approval activities are the central function of 

post-fission waste regulation, and they present the most complicated 

aspect of the present situation. While NRC and ERDA have general 

licensing/approval duties within their respective areas of juris-

diction, several other institutions, within and outside of the 

federal government, have claims of varying stre~gth for additional, 

occasionally overlapping, authority to license as well. Before dis-

cussing these additional institutions, we will outline current 

allocations of regulatory authority between NRC and ERDA for the 

various regulatory activities aside from standard-setting, and , . 

identify some of the uncertainties that exist witl1in each category. 

Siting HL and TRU 'ilaste Facilities 

Siting requirements adopted to date concern mainly land 

m·mership. ERDA's practice is to purcllas(:;, rather than to lE:~ase, 

land for its use; thus ERDA waste management facilities are <md 

will be located on federally-owned land. "[D] isposal of high-lc:::;;el 

radioactive fission product waste material will not ~2 p2r~it~cd 
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on any land other than that owned and controlled by the Federal 
20 

Government." Current NRC regulations, on the other hand, re-

quire applicants for low-level waste burial licenses to provide 
21 

an environmental analysis of the proposed site and allmv burial 
22 

only on land which is owned by the federal or a state government. 

Reprocessing plants and temporary storage facilities for HL waste 
23 

may be located on privately-owned property. Whereas TRU waste 

disposal can now take place on State or Federal land, proposed 

regulations would limit it to property owned by the U.S. govern-
24 

ment. Further siting requirements are being developed by the 

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards within NRC. The 

role of other federal and state agencies in siting is discussed 

further below. 

Facilities Construction and Ooeration: HL Waste 

NRC has sole authority to license commercial HL waste manac:rr::-

m2nt facilities and operations. Moreover, section 202(3) of the 

Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 subjects any ERDA facility h~n-

dling commercially-generated HL waste to NRC licensing. It would 

even appear that ERDA research and development facilities using 

commercially generated HL waste are subject to NRC licensing. 

ERDJc, is not planning to use commercial HL waste in its pilot pl..J.nts 

for demonstration of a permanent wc:cst~ repository; ERDA may thus 
26 

avoid NRC licensing. ERDA is now grappling with the problem of 

obtaining a suitable quantity and composition of waste similar 

to commercial HL waste for use in its demonstJ_·ation projects. 

ERDA contractors are responsible for day-to-day rnnnagcrncnt 

of military HL waste, as noted above. Those are supervised, ln 

I 
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a management sense, and regulated for safety assurance, by ERDA 

through the terms of its contracts. ERDA manual chapters on waste 
27 

management (which give very general guidance), 
28 

standards for 
29 

protection against radiation, reporting of occurrences, etc., 

are incorporated by reference into the contract terms. The ERDA 

approval of contractor operations is obviously not as publicly 

open as NRC approval of its licenses. But this type of ERDA self-

regulation is specifically authorized by the Atomic Energy Act of 
30 

1954. The approach may be justifiable on national security 

grounds in part. At any rate, for the short-term, ERDA exercises 
. 

regulatory cohtrol over its own military HL waste. 

For the long-term, section 202(4) of the Energy Reorganiza-

tion l>ct gives NRC licensing authority over the following ERDA 

facilities: 

. Retrievable surface storage facilities and other 
facilities authorized for the express purpose of sub
sequent long-term storage of high-level radioactive 
waste generated by the Administration, which are not 
used for, or are part of, research and development 
activities.31 

Thus NRC clearly must license the long-term disposition of 

both cominercial and military HL \·Jaste. However, the statutory lan-

guage raises a number of definitional issues such as·the meanings 

of "long-term," "subsequent," and "high-level radioactive v1astes.i' 

The meaning of this section has been raised in ~ petition to NRC 

challenging ERDA's planned construction of ~everal new waste 
32 

storaye tanks without NRC licensing. Resolution of this ques-

tion is important with regard to NRC's regulatory authority over 

a large segment of th2 existing waste inventory. Two major points 
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should be stressed in explaining the division of authority created 

by this provision of existing law. 

First, it has been generally accepted that (AEC) military 

HL waste that existed at the time the Energy Reorganization Act 

was enacted, located at such federal reservations as Hanford, 

Savannah River~ and Idaho Falls, is not subject to NRC licensing. 

This is notable partly because some of the waste in question has 

been stored at these ERuA facilities since the 1940s. Some have 

asserted that anything longer than 30 years constitutes long-term 
33 

storage. More significantly, ERDA has for some time been 

solidifying liquid HL waste in place within storage tanks i:o pr2-

vent further leakage. The result of this action, as discussed in 

chapter 3, is that ultimate removal of this solidified HL wastG 

for transfer to NRC-regulated long-term storage facilities ray 
34 

prove prohibitively expensive. ERDA may thus retain "long-term" 

regulatory authority over military HL waste as long as it remains 

solidified in tanks which existed prior to the passage of the Energy 

Reorganization Act. ERDA cannot, however, avoid NRC regulation of 

additional long-term storage facilities. If ERDA is faced with 

leaks in any new tanks for temporary storage, and it-adopts a soljd-
--- 1 

ification strategy again as an emergency management measure, NRC 

may be able to step in as a licensor. But at such a late stage 

NR2 will have been excluded from the siting and construction deci-

sions, which are perhaps the most crucial steps in the licensing 

process. 

Nevertheless, NRC's basic licensing authority over the per-

manent disposition of military UL waste, which obviously includ2s 

t~:~ pro;nulgatior1 of safc:;t~/ crit~ria for accc.:Dt.:::nce c)f '~Juste Z'lt. a 
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permanent repository, could give it substantial indirect control 

over at least some aspects of short-term ERDA management (e.g., 

form of waste, type of packaging). This would not, however, en-

able NRC to exercise short-term monitoring and enforcement with 

regard to ERDA wastes, nor to establish a schedule for ERDA waste 

treatment in preparation for transfer to a permanent waste reposi-

tory. 

The second major point is that in a similar way the exclusion 

of ERDA research and development facilities from NRC licensing may 

deny NRC meaningful safety regulation of several permanent waste 

storage facilities~ Having sited, constructed, and demonstrated 

a pilot plant without an NRC license, ERDA may then declare it 

capable of operating as a permanent repository. NRC will have 

been shut out again from the original siting and construction 

decisions. 

Facilities Construction and Operation: TRU Waste 

The 1959 1\mendments to the Atomic Energy Act o: 1954 made 

provision for states to regulate commercial low-level waste opera-
35 

tic~s within their boundaries under the Agreement States program. 

Pursuant to these provisions, NRC essentially delegates this p2rt 

of its regulatory power to states desiring this authority and con-

forming to the Commission's standards.. Bu.t it retains the authority 

to suspend or revoke an Agreement if the public health or safety 
36 

is threatened. The suspension power has never been exercised 

thus far. Pursuant to the Agreement States program, certain states 

wholly or partially regulate all but one of the six currently 

operating commercial burial facilities at Barnwell, S.C.; E0atty, 
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Nev.; Hanford, Wa.; Moorehead, Ky.; and West Valley, N.Y. (The 
37 

Sheffield, Ill. site is under exclusive federal jurisdiction.) 

Proposed regulations prohibiting shallow land burial of TRU 

waste and shifting long-term management of such waste from private 

operators to ERDA would take this aspect of regulatory authority 

out of the Agreement States and place it once more in the federal 

government. It would be logical for NRC to have this role, in 

light of its parallel long-term regulatory responsibilities for 

commercial HL waste. However 1 existing law expressly provides for 
38 

NRC licensing of long-term storage of HL waste only. Apparently, 

NRC is tending toward simplifying the defined categories of radio-
39 

active waste into high- and low-level only. If necessary, NRC 

might indirectly exercise control over long-term TRU waste reposi-

tories by setting design criteria for sites and receiving facilities 

in requirements for transport by NRC licensees of TRU waste to per-

m~nent repositories. A more straightforward solution to thi3 ERDA-

NRC jurisdictional problem would seem to require leg~slation. 

NRC is currently rethinking the radioactivP waste aspects of 

its Agreement States program. Discussion bet~een NRC staff me~bers 
40 

and State government radiation control officials hu.s-begun. 
j 

Such 

reconsideration is taking place in an environment of waning state 

financial capacity, a~d increasing controversy about low-level 

burial sites. Apparently, many states woul~ willingly rid themselves 

of the expense and responsibility of this phasG of radioactive 

waste regulation. 

ERDA has sole regulatory authority over military TRU waste. 

DOD rc~c;ulates the short-term managemc::nt of TEU waste gcn~c;rato.d ]y.· 

assembly or naval nuclear pro?ulsic~ proqr~23 
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DOD facilities themselves, but this waste is transferred eventually 

to ERDA. 

No definition of "high level radioactive waste" is supplied 

by the Energy Reorganization Act itself. However, at the time the 
41 

Act was passed, the term would already not have included TRU. 

Nonetheless, current practice and proposed regulations view trans-

uranic waste with considerable concern since, as discussed in 

chapter 3, quantities of plutonium contained in low-level and 

high-level wastes generated by commercial plutonium recycle will 
42 

be roughly equal. Yet the existing U.S. regulatory structure 

docs not provide firm assurance of NRC regulation of either com-

mercial or military TRU waste. 

NRC efforts now underway in the area of waste regulation 

include: 

l) development of a regulatory waste management program; 

2) establishment of a confirrn~tory research program to 

support regulatory and licensing activities in waste management; 

3) classification of the types of nuclear wastes; 

4) development of specifications for the types of solids 

which are acceptable forms for HL waste~ 

5) review of requirements for the disposal of low-level 

waste at commerci~l burial grounds; and 

6) coordination of activities with stat9 and local govern-
43 

ments and other federal agencies. 

Transportation 

Charged by a series of legislative enact~ents culrninati~g in 

1975, DOT shares responsibility with tl1e nuclGar agencies for insu~-
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ing safe transport of hazardous radioactive materials in commerce. 

Recognizing their common jurisdiction, DOT and AEC in 1973 entered 

into a Memorandum of Understanding allocating regulatory duties in 
45 

this area. The Memorandum recognizes DOT's general authority to 

develop safety standards for packaging by shippers and handling by 

carriers, but allows AEC to develop criteria for packages of Type 

44 

B, large quantity, and fissile materials. Each agency further pledges 

to enforce the other's standards when monitoring parties under its 

jurisdiction and to exchange information prior to issuing new regu-

lations in this area. The Memorandum was signed before the AEC 

split into NRC and ERDA. It is now applicable to both, since the 

AEC specifically imposed the same regulatory obligations for trans-

port upon both its licensees and its license-exempt contractors. 

ERDA has acknowledged its obligations by carrying forward the rele-

vant AEC manual chapter into its m·m body of manual chapters, \·.'llich 

is by standard practice incorporated by reference into all ERDA 
46 

shipper contructs. NRC likewise has adopted without significant 

variation that part of p~evious AEC regulations pertuining to the 
47 

packaging of radioactive material for transport. Both nuclear 

agencies also require shippers to follow a registration C1nd approv3l 

procedure that parallels DOT regulations for the shipment of non-
48 

radioactive hazardous materials. As was indicuted above, all 

w3ste shipments outside ERDA or NRC facilit!es must also meet EPA's 

generully applicable standards for protection of the environment 
49 

against radiation. 

There is one exception to the federally dominated scheme of 

rc:gulatio:>. In the c~se of transportation of wastes cont2ining less 

tl1an critical mass quantities of special nuclear naterials witt~~ 

,/ ' ~ 
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Agreement States, neither DOT nor NRC have jurisdiction. State 

laws and regulations apply. But all Agreement States require 
50 

packaging to comply with DOT standards. 

Current federal transportation and packaging regulations, 

in effect since 1968, are virtually identical to the regulations 

adopted by the IAEA in 1961. The IAEA, however, revised its regu-

lations in 1973. ERDA and NRC are now considering revisions in 

response to these changes by the international organization. A 

number of recent radioactive waste transport incidents have sparked 

controversy. Also, most of the state nuclear power initiatives 

that have been proposed include provisions on transportation. In 

response, NRC has committed itself to a program of emergency 

response planning, environmental impact assessment, and risk 
51 

analysis. 

Monitoring an~ Enfor~Pment 

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 grants both agencies ample 
52 

authority for monitoring and enforcement. Monitoring consists 

mainly of screening required reports, auditing m2nagers' inven-

tories, and inspecting sites. Enforcement involves the punishrne~t 

of violators and ordering remedial safety actions, particularly 

curing emergoncies. NRC has general regulations governing these 
53 

activities, and ERDA conditions its contracts on adherence to 
54 

manual chapters with similarly general requirements. If a 

contractor cannot be convinced to comply with manual chapter stan-

dards, ERDA may rescind the contract and, if necessary, confiscate 

th::: fucility. 
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It is unclear, however, how ERDA manual chapters compare 

in legal weight with regulations such as those formulated by NRC 

and published in the Code of Federal Regulations. From ERDA's 

standpoint as a regulator the question is unimportant, since it 

can exert contractual pressures on its managers. But the issue 

may be important to an intervenor seeking a court order against 

ERDA requiring it to enforce its own standards. 

DOT has general monitoring and enforcement authority re-
55 

garding radioactive waste transport. Maritime shipments of 
56 

wastes are subject to Coast Guard inspection and enforcement. 

ERDA shipment~ are exempt from Coast Guard regulatory jurisdiction 
57 

if accompanied by ERDA personnel. The FAA's present role in 

waste shipment regulation is negligible and will probably remain 

so; neither NRC nor ERDA contemplates the use of air shipment in 

waste management operations. 

Federal-Stote Relations 

The role of individual states in waste management reglJlaticn 

is an issue of increasing importance. This issue underlies much 

of the previous djscussion. 

A number of states have already challenged the notion of 

exclusive federal jurisdiction over radioactive waste management 

regulation. Several of the state nuclear initiatives which have 

been proposed, including the much publicizea but recently defeated 

Californja Proposition 15, have contained provisions regarding 

waste management. The California Legislature has enacted several 

laws which are intended to impose much milder conditions on nu-

clear power development 1n the state than were contained in Proposi-
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tion 15. One of these recently enacted laws prohibits any nuclear 

power plant land use in the state or certification by the State 

Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission until 

the commission finds that there has been developed 
and that the United States through its authorized 
agency has approved and there exists a demonstrated 
technology or means for the disposal of high-level 
nuclear waste.58 

Michigan's Governor informed ERDA during the 1976 summer, in 

response to ERDA investigation of disposal sites in the state, 

that 

... before any further negotiations, discussions, or 
binding decisions or contracts are made, I, as Governor, 
must be a3sured in writing that a disposal site will 
not be selected withuut approval of the state.59 

Also this sununer, Connecticut passed legislation prohibiting the 

transportation of commercial radioactive waste within or through 

its boundaries unless the Connecticut Commissioner of Transportation 

has first issued a permit authorizing its shipment. The law includes 

strong inspection and enforcement provisions, including civil fi~es 
60 

of up to $10,000 for each violation. 

The federal government is constitutionally established as 

a government of limited powers. All authority not delegated in 

the U.S. Constitution is expressly reserved to the several states 

by the l Ot.h Amendment. In general, the states retain broad authority 

to legislate and to regulate activities within their respective 

borders in order to assure public health and safety. Land use is 

also a subject that is traditionally considered within primary state 

control. Therefore, state regulation of radiological hazards in 

general, and radioactive waste in particular, would c~c~rly t~ 

appropriate and necessary, but for two qualifications. T~o firsc 
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qualification is that, under the Commerce Clause, state regulation 
61 

must not constitute an undue burden on interstate commerce; 

the second is that, under the Supremacy Clause, state regulation 
62 

must not conflict with valid federal legislation or regulation. 

Of the two, the preemption issue is more important in view of the 

existing federal legislation and regulatory scheme. Based on the 

pervasiveness of congressionally mandated federal regulation of 

radioactive waste management, as previously discussed, a~d the 

congressional intent expressed in legislative histories of the 

relevant acts, it is reasonable to conclude that current federal 
. 

luY.l (including the Agreement States program) would preempt attempts 

to regulate radioactive waste operations for the purpose of con-
63 

trolling radiological hazards. Such a conclusion is supported 
64 

by Northern States Power v. Minnesota in which the U.S. Supreme 

Court uffirmed the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals holding that the 

AEC-prescribed limits on radioactive effluents from nuclec.1r poHer 

plants preempt state regulation, and that states cannot impose rno~e 

stringent radiological standu.rds. 

However, state land use controls which in effect zone out 

radioactive waste operations from certain areas may still be vali2, 

dcpe;:c.2ing on the purpose of the exclusion and the specific charc.ct_cl-

of the activity excluded. Probably, a state or locality, act~ng 

pursuant to state la'.v, could control the siting of reprocessing and 

fuel fabrication plants, including temporu.ry radioactive waste s~or-

age facilities, as part of a broader scheme to control industri2l 
65 

development and the siting of major industrial facilities. 

dis~pproval of a site for a nuclear ~acility must rest o~ s~oc~~s 
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other than the potential radiological hazard involved. On the 

other hand, a state or locality probably could not affect the siting 

of a permanent radioactive waste repository, which is legally re-
66 

quired to be on federal land, presently owned or acquired. 

Finally, federal safety regulation would preempt state efforts to 

regulate transportation of radioactive waste to the extent the 

state's conce~n is based on safety issues. 

The operational reality of federal-state relations in any 

field is framed by the law, but it is influenced decisively by 

politics and economics. Whether or not state regulation would be 

eventually detlared federally preempted and hence invalid in a court 

test, the governor, legislature or people of a state can in many 

ways effectively resist any activity within the state's borders that 

1s authorized or directed by the federal government. This is true 

o::: the location of military installations, such as the Navy's Project 
67 

Sanguine (now Project Seafare), and of radioactive waste reposi-
68 

tories, such as the AEC' s salt formation near Lyons, Kan'-;as. 

States interested in participating in the regulu.tor/ d.:cc.:s::_on-

making process will probably be able to exert their greatest in-

fluence at the site-approval stage of a federal licensing process. 

As long as state claims do not represent pretextual attempts to 

bar outright these facilities, states must be allowed to assert 

reasonable influence in siting and other reg~ula tory decisions thJt 

will affect the non-radiological safety and welfare of local c~a-

munit2_cs. How serious fcd~ral-state conflicts over reg~latory juris-

diction with regc:trd c:o radioactive \•JJste will grou is unclear at 

thi:; tilflC. Political prossures will doubtless play as :orc~ful ~ 

f1icts arise. 
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International Regulation 

Activities involving radioactive waste may occur within or 

beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. Moreover, radioactive 

waste operations within one nation may have effects beyond that 

nation's jurisdiction, either in another nation or in an area out-

side the jurisdiction of any nation, such as the high seas, the 

deep seabed, Antarctica or in space. Radioactive waste manage-

ment activities occurring or having effects beyond U.S. jurisdiction 

may, if conducted by U.S. nationals, be subject to U.S. regulation, 

or regulation by other affected nations, or various forms of inter-

national regulation, or all three concurr8ntly. The international 

ramifications of radioactive waste are important to consider espe-

cially in view of existing practices regarding ocean dumping of 

low-level waste and future actions for seabed and ice sheet disoosal 

of HL waste. 

Nationally, under the l·larine Protection, Reseo.rch, and S.:mc
G9 

tuaries Act of 1972, EPA has authority to issue permits for the 

transportation of all materials (except dred~Tecl material, which 

is the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Army) for the purpos~ 

. . h . . . 70 of dumplng them ln t e terrltOrlal waters of the Unlted States. 
71 

Dumping of HL waste is specifically prohibited, but the dumping 

of TRU waste is not. (The U.S. government has nonetheless 0nforced 
72 

a mo;:-atorit:r:l or. TIW \·;.::.ste d'.Jmping since 1970.). Neither EP?. nor 

ERDA has yet publicly i11t.e.r:pretc:d "dumping" to include the dscp 

seabed eDplacenent option, but the agency staffs are now recoTI-

sicL::rir:g the mu.tter. EPA ha.s claimed thu.t it does haue li cc:n" L'q 

73 
jurisdiction over such action. 

. ,-
D.~-: s c~ rtJ.r_)n o = j t: 1- i sc1~:. c ti. ()rt sub':,_,c·t 

/" 
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require Congressional or judicial clarification. 

As a brief digression at this point, it is worth mentioning 

that EPA has parallel authority to control fresh water pollution 

through a different permit-issuing program under the Federal Water 

Pollution Control Amendments of 1972.
74 

HL waste "discharge" is 

prohibited.
75 

No one of course contemplates using U.S. fresh 

waters for post-fission waste disposal purposes, but the prevention 

of radionuclide migration from temporary storage facilities or 

permanent repositories to aquifers is one of the primary technological 

goals of radioact.ive waste management. EPA has not, however, 

demonstrated any intention to license radioactive waste facilities 

on land. It has in fact maintained that NRC and ERDA have sole juris-

diction over discharges of source, by-product, and special nucle~r 

materials, a position recently affirmed by the Supreme Court.
76 

It 

is not clear what effect, if any, this decision will have on EPA's 

claim for permit-issuing power over possible ERDA deep seabed 

emplacement, where again only source, by-product, and sp~cial nucle~~ 

materials are present. 

Internationally, the U.S. 1s a party to a number of multilateral 

agreements relating to U.S. radioactive waste policy. Two have 

major significance. The 1958 United Nations Law of the Sea Conventlo~ 

77 
on the High Seas, applying to all parts of the sea not incl~dcJ 

in the territorial waters of a nation, prov~dcs the foundation fer 

modern international att~npts to protect the maritime envircnccnt. 

The High Seas conventic~ makes it the general duty of nations to 

exercise ''reasonable r2gard to the interests of other states in 
78 
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pollution: 1) nations are to promulgate their own regulations 

so as to prevent pollution "from the exploitation and exploration 

79 
of the seabed and its subsoil"; 2) "taking into account" any 

international regulations, nations "shall take measures to prevent 

80 
pollution of the seas from the dumping of radioactive waste"; 

and 3) nations have a duty to "cooperate with the competent inter-

national organizations [here, the IAEA] in taking measures for the 
81 

prevention of pollution of the seas or air space above." These 

High Seas Convention obligations are by no means stringent. Obviously, 

the U.S. and other nations can choose to interpret the "reasonable 

regard'' s~andfird strictly br loosely and then behave accordingly. 

The requirements to take into account international regulations and to 

cooperate with IAEA, however, imply at least consultation vrith n~.:s;" 

prior to implementing deep seabed emplacement of HL waste. (Oceu.n 

dumping of TRU waste is apparently not considered an acceptabJc U.S. 

option, although other nations are continuing to dwnp low-level wast2 

and it is not clear \vhether some of this 11aste is TP.U coni....~1>1inc:i.eJ.) 

In 1975 the London Convention on Prevention 8f Marine Poll~tion 
0 '> 
UL. 

by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter entered into force. r•-

prohibits, except in the c~se of emergencies at sea and other 

emergencies for \·7hich no other solution is fe.J.sible, "dumping" 

83 
HL waste at sea. An appropriate national authority is requlrcd to 

monitor ocean dumping of levi-level radioactiye waste; reports o.l. 
84 

each dump must be made to it. Region2l cooperation is encour~se~, 
85 

but enforcement is speci~ically a national ma_ter. 
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emplacement, the issue is not closed due to subsequent treaty 

interpretations. 

The United States is also a party to the 1959 Antarctic 
86 

Treaty, which specifically prohibits the "disposal" of radioactive 
87 

waste in Antarctica. Each of the parties is entitled to designate 

observers, who have complete freedom of access at all times sub-

ject only to the jurisdiction of their nation, to monitor compliance 

88 
with this ban. The parties further agree "to exert appropriate 

efforts, consistent with the Charter of the United Nations," to insure 
89 

that no one engages in radioactive waste disposal in the Antarctic. 

Hence, international treaty law clearly prohibits use of the Ant-

arctic ice sheet as a permanent repository for HL waste to parties 

to the Trea-ty. 
90 

However, the existing treaty expires in 1989 and, 

the ice shee·t disposal option will probably be considered in negoti.:.'l. tine: 

any extension. 

The outcome of the current Law of the Sea Conference may also 

affect the prospects for seabed disposal. The Informal Single 

Negotiating Text, which is the basis of the negotiations, contains 

provisions which would clarify and reinforce existing international 

legal norms affecting marine pollution generally. The Text would 

establish an International Seabed Authority to regulate developcent 

of seabed resources. Although primarily concerned with resource 

d8vclupinent., the competenca of the l-\.uthori ty \Wuld seem necess&ri ly 

to extend to seabed disposal of radioactive waste, at least Lo the 

extent of assuring non-interference of any proposed disposal activit~ 

\d. th sxi.s-ting or possible future sc,::tb::::d resources expJ.orZl tic~n, 

development or productj_on activity. 
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Finally, other governments may specially object to any u.s. 

disposal of radioactive waste of military origin in an area beyond 

its national jurisdiction. The motive for such an objection may 

be general concern with the impact on the environment or political 
91 

concern with the military origin of the waste involved. 

Research and Development 

The Energy Reorganization Act left ERDA with principal 

research and development authority for military and comme·rcial 
92 

radioactive waste technology. NRC and EPA conduct essentially 

confirmatory ~esearch and studies aimed at improving the quality 

of their regulations. NRC recog~izes ERDA's broader research 

capabilities and must necessarily rely on much of the data furnished 

by ERDA without confirmation. Such a separation is important so that 

NRC, as an independent regulatory agency, does not find itself in 

a position where it is being asked to license technology i~ d~velope~ 
93 

itself. 

ERDA's Fiscal Year 1977 budget reflects the dramatically 

growing Congressional concern over finding technological answers for 

radioactive ·v1ast.e managem2.nt problems. The combined mili·tary c:.nd 

commercial programs have received 0. three-fold increase 

f $ . . b . . 1" 94 rom approximately 30 mllllon to a out $90 mll.lon. 

waste programs within this budget have been expanded by 
95 

of five, from about $12 million to over $60 million. 

the priorities in its budget as follows: 

in func1s 

Comm2rci;::_l 

a fact.c:r 

The ERDA FY 1977 commercial waste budget ; ,-. 
....,.,--:') i:eyed t.o 

providing input for decisions on reprocessinq, waste 
f 01:--ms al1Cl ~:;tor: ~1.g2 TltOd ,:: S for t1i(1h -le\Ie l :C dcii '.JC~ct.i \7C~ 

r:::;nt of rE~J?Cisi·t-.orie:;s for t<.:::rr:~i~.l,~!l ~-·itc·r::c~c i:; co!1sic .. ~~r·c-:.~,:-:; 
tt.e n1ajc.r j_tcm i!"t a ~;?.~ec~t.Jy· c:··~-I)(~·:·lc;::~d c:F~Dl\ r·~scc;.l ,/(::c..r 
1977 w&stc budget. For e~rlier n0cessary or desirable 
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waste management activities, technology is either in 
use or considered well developed, i.e. the basic tech
nical principles are clearly understood and data needed 
for design are available. Efforts to reduce these prin
ciples to practice, especially in high-level liquid 
waste solidification, are also the subject of expansion 
in the FY 1977 budget. All of the foregoing effort 
has been keyed to the expected needs of the nuclear 
fuel cycle industry.96 

ERDA, then, plays the role of principal researcher, in 

addition to its roles as major manager, and self-regulator of most 

of its own management activities. Since "research and development 11 

in the Atomic Energy Act includes demonstration projects, 97 ERDA 

also has the authority to demonstrate the feasibility of ultimate 

deep geologic disposal (the p~esent favored technology) . ERDA 

decisions made in these four areas seem insulated from NRC regulatory 

control. Yet they profoundly affect the direction of the national 

waste management effort and policy-making in this area. 

I:i1p lernenta. tion 

The Federal Energy Resources Council, 1n cooperation with 

several agencies, including the nuclear ones, recently issued a 

status report on waste management, in ~iliich it listed four requi~e-

rr.en ts for proper imp lemento.-tion: 

- The thorough reviews mandated by the National 
Environmental Policy Act. 

- The promulgation and satisfuctory complic.J.nce 
with generally applicable environmental stan
da::::ds and. criteria issued by t.he Environmental 
Protection Agency. 

- Compliance with licensing criteria and require
ments of the Nvclea= Regulatory Co~mission. 

98 
·- Opportuni'cic::= fc.;r fu.ll r't.lbJic parcici;.),:.tion. 

0 () 

rrl~lC :·Jatior1C'!.1 C:;.vi.c-o:-:~ . .":?ntD.l Pc'<l_i=~..r :~cr~_... .. (>LGP2\) 2-S an c~~1r1i-
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agency to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in connec-

tion with" . • every recommendation or report on proposals for 

legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting 

the quality of the human environment. 11100 Each EIS must contain 

" a detailed statement by the responsible officials on--

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

the environmental impact of the proposed action, 

any adverse environmental effects which cannot be 
avoided should the proposal be implemented, 

alternatives to the proposed action, 

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of 
man's environment and the maintenance and enhance
m~nt of long-term productivity, and 

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable co~mitments of 
resources which would be involved in the proposed 
action should it be implcrnented. nlOl 

It must be prepared in consultation with and must include the com-

monts of ". . any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by Ll\·l or 

S?ecial expertise with respec·t to any environmental imp:::1.ct i nvolveC:." 

NEPA does not require agency rectification of e~viro~mental 

harr;t from a propose<:: project. But any EIS not pre;_:>ared in acco:.:-c~::.nr:c 

'di th the above requirements mJ.y be deemed "inadequate" by a cour-t. 

An agency may then be required to draft a new EIS. EIS's, when 

published, become part of the public record. EPA, sometimes in 

conjunction with the Council on Environmen-tal Quu.li ty, revie',.'S u.nc 

102 
cormnents on all EIS' s. Public sentiment and/or EPi\ ra-tings can 

be important factors in Congression~l decisions to fund agency 

proposals or in court heu.rings on '-tihethc;r or not to c~nj oin ar; ?ncy 

actions. 

-.t 
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as does the promulgation of regulations designed to control these 

operations. The question of which contemplated actions are 11 major 11 

and likely to 11 Significantly 11 affect the environment are more 

complicated. But it is clear that, prior to implementation, ERDA and 

NRC must prepare 11 generic 11 EIS's for their respective management and 

regulatory programs in regard to radioactive waste. 

ERDA's present time schedule for implementing commercial 

waste management technologies assumes that co~mercial reprocessing 

may start as early as late 1977. In addition, 

--[T]he ERDA waste management program is currently 
directed.at meeting the following targets: high 
level waste solidification technology available for 
startup of the co~merci~l plants in 1983; at least 
one terminal storage plant ready to receive waste 
beginning in 1985; technology for handling other 
wastes from the back end of the fuel cycle avail
able for industrial adoption by 1979; and, finally, 
technology available by 1984 for package trans
porting and handling spent fuel, in the event it 
is later determined not to re-process or otherwise 
recycle plutonium and/or uranium.l03 

The above schedule allows 6 years, rather than 5, for solidific~tic~. 

Thus, either an adjustment in ERDA's schedule or a revi~>ion o~ ~me 

regulations is necessary. The ERDA schedule is keyed to a NRC de-

l Ol 
cision on plutonium recycle in 1977.- · 

To mee·t the schedule, ~.JRC mu::;·t complete its Generic Environ-

mental Impact Statemc-r"l·t en the Us·.:: of Recycle Plut.oniu:n in I•1ixec"i-

O:dde Fuel in L\'JP.' s (GES~·10) , comple"i:c:~ an ex:tcn::~ive public lwaring 

on the subject, and issue final re~Jlaticns governing the licensin~ 

o:: CClTL.'":lercial rcproces::ing plants. The hc~lt~, safety, ~nd cnvi~8n-

ment section of GESMO was schcdulQd for comrletion on August 30 of 

th :!. s ~[CD.r. 
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ERDA's EIS on commercial HL waste management is to follow 

GESHO. Completion of a draft for public comment is currently 

set for the spring of 1977, but there may well be some slippage 

in this schedule. 

Federal decision-making concerning reprocessing and recycling 

suffered a recent setback-in NRDC v. NRc.
105 

In that case, the 

Second Circuit Court of Appeals set aside an NRC order allowing 

construction and other preparatory work to begin on a New York 

mixed-oxide fuel fabrication plant. The court noted that NRC 

had adopted an interim licensing procedure to maintain corr~ercial 

momentum in recycling while its GESMO was incomplete. This pro-

cedure, it found, failed to satisfy NEPA, specifically because of 

the inadequate treatment of alternatives to plutonium recycle and 

of hazards of 
106 

theft, diversion, and sabotage. 

There is a further criticism of GESMO and the issues as present~y 

framed in the NRC plutonium recycle decisional process: the GES~·IO 

will not fully discuss environmental impacts sinc8 it will not itsc:~ 

include a complete discussion of how the radioactive waste from 

107 
recycling operatiofis will be safely managed. Nor are the rudio-

active waste EIS's now under preparation to be considered along 

GESMO in the commercial reprocessing decisional process. 

Other legal developments during the surnmer of 19 7G have rn3.de 

radioactive waste an irr-.l:-:Jrtant. unresolved issue ~n the corn~~erci.::l 

power reactor licensing process. In J~ly the D.C. Circuit Court 

of Appeals ordered NRC to reconsider th•? Vermont Ycln::ce react::;::-

o r t · 1 · d t'h d d · 1 1 · 10 8 pe a ~ng ~cense ar. "·e proce ure use to ~ssue t 1e ~c:!nsc. 

N!,9' s gene!..-ic approetch to eval11:1ti:1q retdio.:J.cti':c ~-.•as::2 haz.J..:cds :.:o:.: 
....,.....-

.• ... 'r.. . 
·-.r.,_av~dual r.::actors '.·.'~S l~Pld t-.o l:;:>. • .:: ~ o-..; ~· "· · 1 ,.-- ... _ ·- .. _ :l..!1c ... -:cc .. _-'r!, lnc!':e~~e!'"!L-"}_ 

decision:-.1akinq" prccluc.~cd nnd NTIC's c3.lcul:1tion 
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hazards as "insignificant" in reactor operations was termed 

"arbitrary and capricious," because its procedures for so deter-

mining were insufficient and because it had not provided any 
109 

support for such an evaluation. 

On the same day, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled 

that the Commission must undertake "consideration of waste disposal 

and other unaddressed fuel cycle issues, and restrike the cost-

benefit analysis" in the reactor licensing proceedings for the 

. . . . 110 . 
Consumers Power Mldland Plant ln Mlchlgan. The primary holdlng 

of this case required the inclusion in the licensing proceedings 

o= energy conservation as an alternative to the proposed construction 

of a new power plant. The court required the NRC to take the 

initiative in analyzing these subjects rather than passively 

reacting to the issues when they are raised by intervenors in 

licensing proceedings. 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) then filed a 

p2tition with the NRC requesting the adoption of rules for the 

implementation of tl1e Vermont Yankee and lviidlan.d 
111 

decisions. 

On August 16, in response to the petition, the NRC reopened the 

rulemaking proceeding on the Environmental Effect of the Uronium 

Fuel 
112 

Cycle. r~c suspended issuance of any 

operating licenses, construction permits, or limited work 

authorizations at least until the promulgat~on of an interim 

rule on the matter. The earliest possible dnte of such prosulg~tion 

':iZlS cited as Deccrnber, 1976. In short, a national moratoriwJ a~ 

nuclear power growth is in effect. 

By abou~ Seote~02r 
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environmental effects of a nuclear power reactor that are attributable 

to the reprocessing and waste management stages of the fuel cycle. 

It remains to be seen exactly what sort of consideration of the 

reprocessing and waste management issues at the reactor licensing 

stage will -be deemed adequate and not "incremental." 

ERDA has said very little to date about implementation schedules 

for management of ERDA's military waste. (Congressional hearings 

h d 1 d f 1 t th . th b' )113 are sc e u e or a er 1s year on e su Ject. NRDC 

petitioned NRC in July, 1975 to license ERDA's proposed construction 

of several new HL waste storage tanks at Hanford and Savannah River 

114 
and a calcined.solids storage facility at Idaho Falls. NRC 

denied this petition, taking the position that it had no statutory 

authority to "license these facilities since they were not intended 

for long-term storage. ERDA has denied the legal necessity of 

preparing an EIS on these facilities on the grounds that they 

do not constitute major federal actions within the meaning of NEPA. 

It claims that its consideration of these new facilities in its 

reports on waste operations at these three sites is enough. 

The NRDC has recently petitioned NRC to adopt interim regula-

tions governing disposal of low-level radioactive waste (including 

TRU waste) and to prepare a programmatic EIS on this aspect of 

115 waste management. NRC has not yet issued a disposition of this 

petition. NRC's waste classification effort could conceivably 

redefine HL waste to include some or all TRU waste. In any case, 

NRC promulgation of the 1974 AEC proposed TRU waste regulation must 

await action on the above petition. 

On the horizon is the EIS which will be necessary for the 

planned pilot federal HL waste repository. ERDA intends to incorporate 
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.this demonstration in its programmatic statement on commercial 

HL waste management. Nevertheless, as discussed· above, ERDA 

seems to be planning to use HL waste from non-commercial sources 

in its demonstrations, thereby avoiding the necessity of NRC 

licensing of such demonstrations. 

A reconsideration of the "demonstration" value of pilot 

plants for permanent repositories, mentioned above, might be 

used to accelerate implementation. Basically, an elimination of 

some "demonstration" time could reduce the time required for 

implementation of a full-scale repository. 

Important events on the federal implementation of a radio

active waste management program are set forth in the Energy 

Resources Council status report, included as Appendix A to 

this chapter. It is important to note, however, that the schedule 

of dates now appears unrealistically optimistic. 

Conclusions 

The u.s. inventory of radioactive waste has two sources 

commercial and military nuclear activities. Though military wastes 

presently comprise by far the greatest proportion of the most toxic 

waste, the future management challenges are comparable in their over

all importance, though the difficulties differ somewhat. 

1. In their statements of basic policy goals, federal offi

cials have thus far adopted a primarily technological perspective. 

"Safe management" has essentially meant "isolation and containment." 

More recently, policy makers have mentioned, however tangentially, 

other factors such as risk/cost analysis, institutional stability, 

public confidence, consolidation of management responsibilities, and 

inter-agency and international coordination. NRC is leading the 
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effort to reformulate goals to embrace non-technological-as well as 

technological criteria. 

2. The present institutional organization for achieving 

radioactive waste policy goals has basically three functions: 

management, regulation, and research and development. Overall 

management responsibility is divided between the private industry 

(licensees of NRC and/or of Agreement States) and the federal govern

ment (ERDA and its contractors). Commercial HL waste is to be man

aged in the short-term by licensees and in the long-term by ERDA. 

Military HL waste is solely a federal responsibility; ERDA manages 

plutonium production facilities that create HL waste, and DOD is 

responsible for managing spent fuel elements from naval propulsion 

programs until they are turned over to ERDA. Commercial TRU waste 

is presently managed by licensees in the short- and long-term. NRC 

has proposed regulations, however, that will shift long-term manage

ment responsibility to ERDA. Present military TRU waste is managed 

solely by the federal government, primarily by ERDA. 

3. Within the federal government, the landscape of regulatory 

authority appears rather cluttered. It is composed mainly of NRC 

and ERDA, but other federal agencies, state governments, and inter

national bodies also have regulatory claims, though some are of 

uncertain legitimacy or reach. Primary authority for setting criteria 

or standards for management operations rests ~ith NRC and ERDA in 

their respective areas of regulatory responsibility. EPA intrudes 

on this scene, however, with its authority to set generally appli

cable environmental standards for radiation exposure and to give 

guidance to all federal agencies in the formulation of radiation 

standards. 
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The heart of regulatory activity in waste management is the 

licensing/approval function. Responsibility for licensing commer

cial HL waste operations rests solely with NRC. This authority 

appears to cover, indirectly, any ERDA research and development 

storage facility that receives commercial HL waste. 

Military HL waste management is approved in the short-

term by ERDA, which conducts its monitoring and enforcement acti-

vities through contractual, rather than regulatory mechanisms. For 

the long-term, NRC has licensing ~uthority encompassing military 

HL waste storage facilities not used for research and development, 

excluding ERDA-facilities existing at the time the Energy Reorgani-

zation Act of 1974 became effective. Thus ERDA retains regulatory 

authority over its then-existing facilities despite the continued 

absence of plans to transfer the military HL waste solidified in 

place at Hanford and Savannah River to ERDA planned, NRC-regulated 

permanent repositories. 

Also, ERDA approves its own site selection, construction and 

operation of research and development storage facilities; yet 

here the strong possibility exists that ERDA will ultimately desig-

nate some of these sites as successfully-demonstrated final reposi-

tories and will then submit them to NRC for licensing, thereby avoid-

ing any timely NRC control over site selection and pre-construction 

design. 

Regulatory authority over commercial TRU waste is exercised 

by NRC or delegated, wholly or in part, by NRC to Agreement States. 

The present scheme would be altered, however, by proposed NRC regu-

lations requiring all short-term managers to transfer their TRU waste 
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l 
to ERDA for long-term management; ERDA or NRC (it is not clear 

which) would then acquire long-term regulatory authority. If 

these regulations are adopted, NRC could, if it desired, imple-

ment a short-term regulatory strategy which might effectively 

give it control over long-term regulation. Such a strategy, 

however, would not infringe upon ERDA's current regulatory 

jurisdiction over military TRU waste, where ERDA has undisputed 

short- and long-term authority. 

Overlapping the regulatory authorities of NRC and ERDA is 

DOT's responsibility to insure the safe transport in commerce of 

hazardous radioactive materials. Cooperative arrangements between 

DOT and AEC (applicable now to both ERDA and NRC) divide responsi-

bilities for establishing criteria for packaging and handling waste 

and allot sole responsibility for licensing of waste transport to 

the nuclear agencies, who agree to enforce their respective standards 

and applicable DOT ones as well. 

4. The states' authority to regulate waste management 

operations is basically preempted by the federal government. 

Though challenges are continuing, the existing law is that states 

may only regulate non-radiological aspects in a way that does not 

unduly interfere with federal promotion and regulation of nuclear 

energy. Political pressures from concerned states can, however, be 

quite effective in altering the federal gove~nment's behavior, and 

there is ample room for state (and citizen) participation in federal 

decisional processes. 

5. Ocean use options involve additional national and inter-

national environmental institutions. Nationally, EPA has permit-

issuing authority for ocean dumping of TRU waste, though the U.S. 
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does not currently employ such an option. Dumping of HL waste is 

prohibited, though probably this would not include deep seabed 

emplacement. EPA has also claimed permit-issuing authority over 

any deep seabed waste emplacement. Internationally, formal agree

ments to which the U.S. is a party place no unreasonable constraints 

upon u.s. radioactive waste decisions, but they do require a balancing 

of other nations' interests. High-level waste "dumping" is prohibited 

(with "emergency" exceptions), though here again it is doubtful that 

the term includes deep seabed emplacement. No effective international 

monitoring or enforcement institution currently exists. The outcome 

of the Law of the Sea Conference, which is presently unclear, must 

be taken into account if the U.S. government decides to pursue any 

of the "ocean options" for radioactive waste disposal. Finally, 

Antarctica is legally off-limits for any type of radioactive waste 

disposal. 

6. ERDA dominates waste management research and development. 

NRC and EPA contribute mainly confirmatory research in areas of 

particular regulatory interest. ERDA thus occupies the dual posi

tion of chief researcher and major manager of high- and low-level 

waste (as well as that of self-regulator of much of its own manage

ment activities). A potential problem with such an institutional 

arrangement is that the managers within ERDA may find themselves 

forced into management strategies dictated by~ their research counter

parts, instead of being able to direct research efforts according 

to the necessities of waste management operations. 

7. The schedule for implementing current radioactive waste 

policy goals seems unrealistically rapid. The existing decoupling 

of NEPA reviews of commercial reprocessing and commercial waste 
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.operations seems unwise as an approach to the strategic decisions 

involved in post-fission fuel cycle management. If maintained, the 

decoupling of two such important and strongly interrelated subjects 

as commercial plutonium management and commercial waste management 

may prevent a decisional process in which the relevant benefits, 

costs and risks are comprehensively assessed. Fragmentation of the 

decisional process regarding post-fission nuclear fuel cycle manage

ment may well fall short of NEPA requirements, and hence be vulnerable 

to legal challenge. 

* * * 
Existing institutional arrangements for management and regu

lation of radioactive waste are inadequate for the future. 
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APPENDIX A 

(Excerpt from Federal Energy Resources Council Status Report on the 
Management of Commercial Radioactive Nuclear Wastes, May 10, 1976) 

0 The timetable for major events in the 

management of commercial radioactive wastes 

including actions already taken: 

1976 

ERDA announced an expanded program to 

develop Federal repositories in deep 

geologic formations for terminal storage 

of radioactive waste. 

- ERDA identified candidate high-level 

waste solid forms for terminal storage. 

- President's FY '77 Budget requested, 

and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 

has approved, funds to accelerate programs 

for: 

selection of sites and construction 

of storage facilities, and 

development of selected commercial 

scale solidification process technology 

and process designs 

- ERDA established a terminal storage 

facility program management office at 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

ERDA has issued for public review the 

Technical Alternatives Document. 
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- NRC will circulate preliminary revised 

waste form and packaging regulations for 

comment. 

- EPA/NRC, with the assistance of USGS, will 

evaluate commercial low-level waste land 

burial sites and will determine criteria 

on radioactivity levels for wastes to be 

delivered to each site. 

ERDA will issue a draft generic 

environmental impact statement on repro-

- cessing. 

1977 

- ERDA will issue a draft generic environ-

mental impact statement on the management 

of commercial radioactive wastes for public 

review and comments. 

- EPA will determine general performance 

criteria for establishment of new low-level 

waste land burial sites. 

- NRC will publish an environmental impact 

statement for revised waste management 

regulation. 

- ERDA will publish a final environmental 

impact statement on reprocessing and 

announce a decision thereon. 

- NRC will announce its decision on plutonium 

recycle. 

I 
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ERDA will publish a final generic environ-

mental impact statement on management of 

commercial radioactive wastes. 

1978 

NRC will publish final regulations for 

waste form and packaging criteria. 

- ERDA will announce a decision en waste forms, 

storage modes, and packaging criteria to 

be used as basis for designing terminal 

storage facility. 

-
- EPA will establish general environmental 

standards applicable to high-level waste 

management. 

- ERDA will select site(s) for the under-

ground excavation phase of the radioactive 

waste geologic program. (This action 

will be subject to the appropriate site-

specific environmental impact statement.) 

- NRC will establish criteria for long-

term care for new low-level waste burial 

sites. 

1979 

- NRC will establish site select~on criteria 

for new low-level burial grounds. 

1985 

ERDA will start receiving solidified 

waste in pilot plant operations in a 

geologic terminal storage facility. 
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• The dates shown for major regulatory actions 

are estimates provided by the NRC. The NRC, 

an independent regulatory agency, points out 

that these dates cannot be predicted with 

certainty. Based on experience with regulatory 

process lead time, however, the time allowed 

in the program should prove sufficient to 

allow for full decision-making processes, 

including public participation. 

MAJOR REGULATIONS ESTABLISHED BY NRC 

Industry Det' 1 d R~g. 
Waste Type (or ERDA) ~Jaste Producing Off site Criteria 
- Source Strategy Estab. Facilities Storage/Disp. Estab. by NRC 

HLW 
- Commercial YES Y::(d) YES PART 
- ERDA PART (YES) NO 

Hi-y TKU 
YES(a) NO(a) - Commercial NO ( in PREP.) YES 

- ERDA PART (YES) NO 

Lo-y TRU 
YES(a) PART(a)(e) - Commercial PART YES 

- ERDA PART (YES) NO 

LLW (non-TRU) 
YES (b) PART( e) - Commercial YES YES 

- ERDA YES (YES) NO 

Gases 
- Commercial NO YES YES NO 

M i 11 Tailings NO (or PART) YES NO(c) PART 

Dec om 
Facilities 
- Commercial NO (or PART) YES YES PART 
- ERDA NO (or PART) 

a. Proposed regulation on TRU gives ERDA pcssession; licensing by NRC was not 

made specific in the Energy Reorganization Act. 

~. Shared with Agreement States 

c. Based on previous legal interpretations of definitions of source and 
byproduct materials. 

d. Except specific licensed ERDA facilities. 
e. Shared with EPA. / 

I 
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